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This document focuses on RippleDown Report Validator.

Copyright Notice
The information provided in this User's Guide is subject to change without notice and is not a
commitment by Pacific Knowledge Systems Pty Ltd. The software described in this User's Guide is
provided under a license or non-disclosure agreement. It is unlawful to copy this software except as
allowed in the agreement.
No part of this User's Guide may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or information retrieval systems, for
any purpose other than for the purchaser's personal use, without the written consent of Pacific
Knowledge Systems Pty Ltd.
Reproduction or disassembly of embodied programs or databases that make up the software is
prohibited.
 Copyright Pacific Knowledge Systems Pty Ltd, 2020
All Rights Reserved.
Intended Use
The RippleDown Software is a decision support system intended to assist staff of healthcare
organisations in the auditing and/or interpretation of patient data and in the generation of patient
reports and/or workflow actions. The criteria it applies is determined by subject matter experts
employed by individual clients and is specific to each client site. The software does not contain any
pre-programmed clinical information or any inherent diagnostic functionality.
All numeric fields present in the RippleDown applications use “.” as the decimal place
separator irrespective of the language/locale set on the host computer or CDS clients.
If the locale of the data source has a different decimal representation (for example ","),
the data source or an intermediate integration engine will need to transform the number
to a decimal point format.
Numerical fields returned as variables in reports will also use “.” as the decimal separator
irrespective of the language /locale set on the host computer or CDS clients. The
Knowledge Builder may use derived attributes to return alternatively formatted values.
It is the responsibility of the licensee to use the product in accordance with its intended
use. In support of this, it is recommended domain experts include a statement consistent
with the following on all reports.
“This report has been generated using clinical decision support software. This report is
intended to provide adjunctive information only and should not replace clinical
judgement.

Disclaimer
Pacific Knowledge Systems Pty Ltd makes no warranties, either express or implied, regarding these
computer software packages, or their fitness for any particular purpose other than warranty
provisions embodied in any agreement or purchase contract.
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Report Validator
The Validator is a RippleDown component used for reviewing cases and their interpretive reports
before they are released back to the Online Information System. Before approving a report, a
Validator user is able to edit and correct a report if required. For a given RippleDown installation,
some projects can be set up to use the Validator, whereas other projects may use the validation
facilities provided by the Online Information System if required.

Login Screen
To login to RippleDown:
1. Open the application using the icon:
2. The logon screen will appear. with the Report Validator already selected- enter your
Username and Password.

Main Screen
The main screen of the Validator shows the list of queues. There is at least one queue for each
project. In addition, there may be special-purpose queues that have been setup for the project, for
example, to group particular types of cases. There may also be queues corresponding to users who
have had cases referred to them by other Validator users. These special-purpose queues will only
appear if there are cases waiting on them to be reviewed. As well as these queues, which are for
reviewing cases prior to their release to the Online Information System, there may be Copy queues
for the independent offline review of some or all cases.

Each queue shows the following information:





The project name.
The name of the queue within the project, e.g. the user name for a referred queue.
The number of cases waiting on the queue.
Any users that are currently reviewing the cases on the queue. Note, several users may
review the same queue simultaneously. The RippleDown server will ensure that a particular
case will only be reviewed by one user.
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Reviewing a Case
To begin reviewing the cases in a queue, click on the required queue name. This will activate the
Validator Case Viewer, in which individual cases on that queue are presented for your review.
The screen will contain the following information:






A view of the data in the case.
The report given by the Knowledge Base.
Any internal comments given by the Knowledge Base.
Any notes added by another user (if this case has been referred)
Buttons for working with the case.

Reason for reviewing current Case
The reason why the current case was queued to the Validator is shown in between the case view
and the interpretation panel.
The reasons include:
 The report has not yet been allowed for autovalidation.
 One of the report sections has not yet been allowed for autovalidation, if the autovalidation
policy is based on report sections.
 The report has an autovalidation level of less than 100%.
 There is an autovalidation setting given for the case, with a level of less than 100%.
 The report has an internal comment.
 The report has an unevaluated expression or an untranslated comment.
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Show Conditions for the Interpretation
The conditions used in the knowledge base to add the individual comments to the report can be
viewed by selecting the Comments tab and then right clicking on the appropriate comment and
selecting show conditions. The conditions will be displayed just as they are in the Knowledge Builder

Approving the Interpretation
If you are satisfied that the current report is suitable for release, simply press the Accept button
which will send that report back to the Online Information System with a flag indicating that the
report is ready for release.

If the current report needs some modification before it can be released, edit the interpretation as
required. If a complete comment needs to be added, you can pick from the list of existing comments
using the Insert comment button. While making changes to the report, you have access to the Undo
and redo buttons to help with the required changes.

Undo

Redo

Insert Comment

Once the edited report is ready for release, press the Accept with change button. You will then be
asked to add a note as to why the report was changed. Once you press OK, the edited report will be
sent back to the Online Information System with a flag indicating that it is ready for release. A copy
of the case, with your reason for change, will be sent to the Rejected queue in the Knowledge
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Builder. The Knowledge Builder user will then be able to update the Knowledge Base (i.e. the
project) so that subsequent reports for this type of case will be correct.

Once you have approved a report, it will immediately be sent back to the Online Information System.
If you believe that you might have mistakenly approved an inappropriate report, contact your
System Administrator immediately.

Referring a Case
If there is another Validator user who should check the report, the case can be referred to that
person's queue. Click the Refer button and then select a specific user's queue. Your IT administrator
can associate email addresses with each user so that the user is informed by email of the arrival of a
case in their queue.
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Skipping a Case
If you wish to deal with the case at another time (e.g. when some pending tests have been
completed), you can press the Skip button. The case will be available next time you review the
queue. The latest version of the test results will be shown at that time.

Previous Cases
Press the Previous button to look at cases you have previously approved, referred or skipped on this
queue, in this current session. Please note, you will not be able to change a report that you had
previously approved or referred.

Finding a particular Case
By default, cases are presented for review in the order they are received into RippleDown. If
however you want to review a particular case that you believe is on this queue, use the Find Case
menu item in the File menu and search by case number

Logging out of the queue
When a Validator user starts reviewing a queue, a batch of up to 10 cases is immediately sent from
the RippleDown Server to the Validator session as a "buffer" behind the scenes. This is done so that
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when the Validator user approves a case, the next case can be shown immediately, without having
to ask the RippleDown Server for another case. As the Validator user approves cases, the
RippleDown Server automatically tries to keep the Validator workstation buffer full of cases. Once
you have finished reviewing cases on a queue, it is important to close the queue by clicking the
Close. Any cases that have been queued to you but not yet reviewed will be returned to the
RippleDown server and so will be accessible by other users. A Validator session will automatically
Logout once a specified amount of time has elapsed without any interaction by the user.
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